
Protecting what’s 
important to you

AUTOMATIC DOORS

Auto Doors - Sliding Doors - Swing Doors



Although often overlooked, securing your property provides 

peace of mind by protecting the things that matter most to 

you, whether that’s your customers, home and family or your 

business and consequently your livelihood. With so much 

choice, choosing a security product that most suits your needs 

can seem like a daunting task but Arrow Security shutters 

industry leading products address all requirements and are 

manufactured, supplied and installed by industry experts who 

are there to offer advice and guidance beginning with your 

initial enquiry through to installation and after care.

The emphasis behind our range of Auto Door designs is on 

integration into your building and way of life; unobtrusive, 

attractive and easy to use. Proudly installed to complement 

the look of the building. All products ensure they are effective 

and secure  in daily use.

Contact one of our team today who will be able to offer expert 

guidance and advice to ensure a tailor made solution.

All Auto Door products are:

✓ Made to measure for a tailor made security solution

✓ CE Marked – Investing in a CE marked product 

means you are purchasing a product that is fully 

compliant with all European directives

✓ Designed to integrate security seamlessly

✓ CAD Drawings Available 

 Welcome to the Commercial & Industrial 
range of Automatic Doors

Arrow supply & fit physical security products and have been protecting properties since 2001
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR RD 

Open to every possibility.

Discreet, elegant, never bulky and always safe, the A1400 
AIR RD automatic door offers infinite solutions, all based on 
the technological innovation that has always set the A1400 
AIR RD product apart in the world of automation. 

The A1400 AIR RD automatic door models have been 
designed to facilitate transit, but that’s not all. They also take 
up minimal space, and are extremely silent and adaptable.

Functionality and so much more.

Opening a door unnecessarily wastes energy when the 
external and internal climate conditions are very different. 
The A1400 AIR automatic door is equipped with the 
innovative ENERGY SAVING system that reduces heat 
exchange to a minimum. 

This automated solution recognises when people wish to 
enter when they approach the door, preventing the 
constant opening and closing, activating the door only 
when actually necessary. When combined with the AIRSLIDE 
system, the special air curtain integrated in the door ensures 
greater insulation between the indoor and outdoor 
environment, while also providing protection from dust, 
pollution and insects.

The first automation system for sliding doors designed to meet the market requirements and designed to protect our 
environment. The A1400 AIR RD has been designed to be installed along escape routes in compliance with the European Norm 
EN16005, EN 13849-1 Pl. “d” Cat. 3 and it is TÜV-certified.

Thanks to its innovative “Energy Saving” device, it recognises the direction of transit and optimizes the opening/closing time, 
thereby avoiding unnecessary air dispersion, even in the case of cross traffic. This device allows energy savings to be made and 
optimizes the temperature changes inside the room and next to the doors. And all this in total safety.

A1400 AIR RD is the automation system that can be customized and composed according to the technical and architectural 
requirements of the customer. Its two types of cover, the exclusive leaf attachment systems and the various leaf profiles that can 
be used make it possible to achieve the best technical and architectural solution.

Designed to operate at best in any condition and in any environment, it is the ideal solution for technicians who wish to save 
assembly time, by rationalizing inventories for the final customer who will have full access to a product that is personalized, 
ecological, reliable, safe, technologically advanced and above all that will pay for itself over time.

The future is already here
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR RD 
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A1400 AIR RD SLIDING DOORS 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR RD 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR RD 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR RD 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR RD 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR 

The future is here

The A1400 AIR SERIES automations are designed to automate entrances in 
compliance with European standard EN16005; in fact, they are able to meet 
the most stringent safety requirements of EN 13489-1 Pl “c”.

Its innovative “Energy Saving” device enables it to identify the direction of 
transit and optimises opening / closing times perfectly to avoid 
unnecessary air dispersion, even in the event of cross traffic. 

The A1400 AIR automation is customisable and can be assembled to meet 
the architectural and technical requirements of the customer. Its two types 
of cover, the exclusive leaf attachment systems and the various leaf profiles 
that can be used make it is possible to achieve the best technical and 
architectural solution. 

Perfection in every respect

Designed to operate at best in any condition and in any environment, it is 
the ideal solution for technicians who wish to save assembly time, by 
rationalising inventories for the final customer who will have full access to a 
product that is personalised, ecological, reliable, safe, technologically 
advanced and above all, that will pay for itself over time. 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR 
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SLIDING DOORS A1400 AIR 
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ACCESSORIES 
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SLIDING DOORS A1000 
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A1000 

Automation for sliding doors

single leaf, two leaf with continuous use

Slim and stylish

Its compact dimensions make the A1000 suitable for virtually any type of architectural 
environment, even where space is very limited. All the most innovative technical features 
are contained in just a few centimetres. For maximum versatility of use, the A1000 series 
can be adapted to sliding doors with single leaves with a maximum weight of 110 kg or 
with double leaves with a maximum weight of 70 kg per leaf. Installing an A1000 
automation, in addition to completely eliminating architectural barriers, also means 
significant energy savings in terms of climate control of the area to which it gives access.

Reliable and always sliding

Designed to operate at its best every time and in every environment, the A1000 is 
automatically reliable and without any limits to the frequency of use. In the event of 
power failure, charge-monitored buffer batteries (optional) guarantee 100% operation for 
thirty minutes.

SLIDING DOORS 

Excellent real-time logic

Intelligent control: a microprocessor verifies all door activity in real time. The operating 
logic can be selected by means of a function selection keypad.

Absolute safety

The FAAC A1000 series automations are designed to automate entrances in compliance 
with European standard EN 16005 and are able to meet the most stringent safety 
requirements of EN 13489-1 Pl “c”. If there is an obstacle, the door re-opens immediately 
and as it closes, at reduced speed, it checks that the obstacle is no longer present.

DEFINES SAFE ZONE AND GREEN TECH AS FOLLOWS:

SAFE ZONE The systems that make it easier to produce 
automation systems that comply with the requirements of 
the current European Directive on safety (DM 2006/42/EC).

GREEN TECH: The patented devices or technological 
mechanical innovations that enable the energy 
consumption of the automation systems to be reduced.

Compliant with European standard EN 16005 Power 
operated pedestrian doorsets - Safety in use.

Identifies the electronic board compatible with external 
modules (future production) that allow the automations 
to be managed remotely.

Auto Doors - Arrow Security Shutters
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SLIDING DOORS A1000 

Accessories
Monitored infrared sensor EN16005 
Microwave radar 
Elbow switches and key operated switches with 
emergency release devices 
Profiles for attaching glass leaves. 
Electromechanical motor block with manual release 
Motor block monitoring 
Emergency batteries. Guarantees 30 minutes of operation 
in continuous service 
Anti-panic breakout kit (EN16005) 
Compatible with FAAC TK20, TK35 and TK50 series 
profiles.
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SLIDING DOORS A1000 
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SWING DOORS 950N2 
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SWING DOORS  950N2 

Automated systems for leaf doors
Open and close in absolute silence

The 950N2 automation with integrated spring allows the door to open and close in absolute silence.

Versatile and elegant

The Faac 950N2 automations (with integrated spring closing system) can be installed both on the lintel and directly on the structure of the door. They 
guarantee perfect compatibility and interchangeability with previous 950BM/BSM models. The innovatively designed housing cover can be supplied in 
anodized extruded aluminium or moulded ABS making it possible to fit a (passive infrared) detection sensor inside it.
The 950N2 automated systems are also able to automate double-leaf entrances by interfacing the 2 units in a master/slave configuration and the double 
leaf will be operated by a single automation.

Safe and intelligent

The automated system features two control boards: 950MPS (control board) and 950 I/O (input / output). A microprocessor controls all the activities of the 
door in real time and an encoder detects its angular position. Moreover, the operating logic (automatic, manual, night, open) can be selected by means of
an integrated selector. Built in conformity with the new European safety standards, speed and force are programmed according to the size of the door. If an 
obstacle is detected, the door re-opens immediately and as it closes, it checks, at reduced speed, that the obstacle is no longer present.

Powerful and reliable

Carefully selected mechanical and electrical components means that the 950N2 automation is able to move leaves weighing over 300 kg in continuous use, 
while always maintaining absolute operational safety.
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SWING DOORS  950N2 
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SWING DOORS 950N2 



SWING DOORS 950N2 
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Reasons
to Choose

Arrow Security Shutters

✓ A name you can trust
When buying a commercial or industrial Automatic Door you can be 
reassured by the values behind the name.

✓ Expert Advice
With a local expert on hand you can be confident in choosing a 
product that suits your needs and provides a seamless finish to your 
property.  

✓ A Solution for everyone 
With so much choice Arrow Security Shutters products can 
accommodate almost any requirement. Whether you need a sliding 
door or swing door. 

✓ Engineered to perfection 
Through continuous development and specialist engineering, 
products offer unrivalled quality and the most advanced 
specifications  

Peace-of-Mind Warranties

All products are guaranteed against defect of material or workmanship by, subject to correct  installation, maintenance and operation, for 
a period of one  year from date of purchase.    

CONTACT US

Website: www.arrowsecurityshutters.co.uk

Email: sales@arrowsecurityshutters.co.uk

Tel: 0800 633 5736

Registered office: Arrow Security Shutters Limited.Paragon Business Park, Chorley New Road, Horwich, Bolton. BL6 6HG Registered in England: 4156177  
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Automatic Doors       

Sliding Doors

Swing Doors 




